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IS480 | FYP Meeting (6) 
MINUTES  DATE: DEC 06, 2010  TIME: 1800 – 2130  VENUE: SIS GSR 3.3 

Reference: 06122010 

MEETING CALLED BY All 

TYPE OF MEETING Routine Meeting 

NAME STATUS 

LYNN CHANG CAIRU ABSENT WITH APOLOGIES 

CHERYL-JO TAN HUI FANG PRESENT 

PHILIP PANG KAH CHUAN PRESENT 

SHAUN THAM QINWEN ABSENT WITH APOLOGIES  

KELVIN CHING KIAN WENG PRESENT (MINUTES) 

TEAM 

FIDELIS CORNELIA TAN HWEE 
PING ABSENT WITH APOLOGIES 

1 Meeting with Chris 

2 Python learning progress 

3 Follow up of last meeting 

TOPIC MEETING WITH CHRIS 

DISCUSSION 

1. Check with Chris if he is looking for content platform or something that is controlled heavily by 
admin 

2. Showcase rough interface to Chris and ask for look and feel of the prototype 
3. Find out more about the PayPal system deployment that Chris would like to have 
4. Ask Chris if he would be supplying us some initial stage codes to kick off the development phase 

in his direction 
5. Find out if we are going to receive additional software from the our sponsor 
6. Inform Chris about our priority towards developing the portal towards local students first 
7. Finalize with Chris the main functionalities of the project 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

TOPIC PYTHON LEARNING PROGRESS 

DISCUSSION 
1. Cheryl focusing on handling the prototype at the moment 
2. Those of us present in Singapore are trying out the exercises from Singpath and checking out 

the books on python coding from the library 

CONCLUSIONS  

TOPIC FOLLOW UP OF LAST/NEXT MEETING 

DISCUSSION 

1. Supervisor meeting to be scheduled on Fridays when school reopens 
2. Team LOGO to be confirm when Shaun is back in Singapore 
3. Project schedule needs to change to an iterative approach we are comfortable as a group. To be 

confirm when most of us are back from overseas 
4. Update to setting up Microsoft Groove; currently not working very well for the team and Philip 

will update the team with regards to this issue 
5. Cheryl to pass over the progress of her work to Fidelis to follow up in her absence 

  

CONCLUSIONS 

Sample iteration that we can consider: 
Inception iteration 1: 
-Business modeling 
-Requirements 
-Analysis and design 
-Implementation 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

-Test 
-Deployment 
Inception iteration 2: 
(The above stages repeat and focus will shift towards the later part of the stages)  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON  
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

1. Prototype to be ready for review Cheryl, Fidelis Next Meeting 


